
1. TITLE OF BEST PRACTICES : - 

 

ON LINE MODE CLASSES As most part of the year 2020-2021 was under lockdown period 

in which the students and teaching faculty were out of campus. The authority and the institute 

decided to make best effort in engaging the online mode of classes and the institute 

successfully did it . A large number of students participated and it is observed that in such 

classes those students also participated who visit the campus and classes off and on. The 

Principal and the routine in charge monitored the classes on day to day basis and within the 

time frame the syllabus is also completed.  

PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED :- In the process of online mode of classes it is observed that 

internet access facility is very poor in the remote area . It is also found that the some of the 

students do not have the Android Mobile Phone such students gather in the house of students 

who had the Android Mobile phone by following SOP of COVID. This reflects the harmony 

among the students.  

B. TITLE OF BEST PRACTICES :  

ADOPTION OF VILLAGE :- Adoption of village “Satanpur Tola- Santhaldih” at Chas Block 

in Bokaro District. The N.S.S Unit-II of the institute adopted a village “Satanpur Tola- 

Santhaldih” at Chas Block in Bokaro which is a village of Trible. The goal behind this 

adoption was to enhance the living standard of the village. The Volunteers as well as the 

programme officer of Unit-II Prof. Sujit Kumar Saw left no stone unturned to enhance their 

living standard through counseling them about the harm of liquor as many villager use this 

hazardous substance every day. They also preach them about the benefit of education the life 

and how through education the living standard can enhanced.  

PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED: - As the village is in the remote area . The basic 

infrastructure is not adequate in village . Most of the people are poverty stricken and their 

living standard is not up to the mark. 

 

 


